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13 ABSTRACT | More than a dozen Wireless @ Virginia Tech

14 faculty are working to address the broad research agenda of

15 cognitive radio and cognitive networks. Our core research team

16 spans the protocol stack from radio and reconfigurable

17 hardware to communications theory to the networking layer.

18 Our work includes new analysis methods and the development

19 of new software architectures and applications, in addition to

20 work on the core concepts and architectures underlying

21 cognitive radios and cognitive networks. This paper describes

22 these contributions and points towards critical future work that

23 remains to fulfill the promise of cognitive radio. We briefly

24 describe the history of work on cognitive radios and networks

25 at Virginia Tech and then discuss our contributions to the core

26 cognitive processing underlying these systems, focusing on our

27 cognitive engine. We also describe developments that support

28 the cognitive engine and advances in radio technology that

29 provide the flexibility desired in a cognitive radio node. We

30 consider securing and verifying cognitive systems and examine

31the challenges of expanding the cognitive paradigm up the

32protocol stack to optimize end-to-end network performance.

33Lastly, we consider the analysis of cognitive systems using

34game theory and the application of cognitive techniques to

35problems in dynamic spectrum sharing and control of multiple-

36input multiple-output radios.
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42I . INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

43A cognitive radio (CR) is Ba radio that is aware of its
44surroundings and adapts intelligently[ [1]. This definition
45is, by necessity, a bit slippery. The problem is that cog-
46nition itself is an elusive quality; that which appears to be
47cognitive or intelligent prior to implementation is often
48dismissed as merely Badaptive[ afterwards.
49The need for CRs is motivated by many factors.
50Principally, though, the need for cognition is driven by the
51complexity of the radio systems themselves. The existence
52of software defined radio (SDRs) capable of implementing
53a near endless number of different waveforms with
54different modulation schemes, power levels, error control
55codes, carrier frequencies, etc., means that controlling the
56radio becomes a problem of combinatorial optimization.
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57 Such problems are often computationally hard and lend
58 themselves to solutions based on metaheuristicsV
59 optimization methods based on simple search guided by
60 higher level strategy. The application of such metaheur-
61 istics, which often appear to learn and innovate, in turn, is
62 characteristic of work in artificial intelligence.
63 The astute reader will note that neither our definition
64 of CR nor the primary factor motivating the introduction
65 of these radios explicitly mentions dynamic spectrum
66 access (DSA). Our distinction between CR and DSA is
67 intentionalVwe believe that the application of cognitive
68 techniques, while appropriate to enable DSA, is much
69 broader than DSA alone.
70 DSA, though, is important if only because of its loom-
71 ing presence as a Bkiller application[ for cognitive tech-
72 niques. For nearly a century, allocation of spectrum
73 throughout the world has been based on a model of static
74 allocation. More recently, it has been realized that this
75 model leads to gross inefficiencies. While the entire radio
76 spectrum from 6 kHz to 300 GHz is allocated [2], at any
77 given point in space and time, most of the spectrum is
78 unused (e.g., [3]–[6]). This observation has led regulatory
79 agencies to seek more dynamic means of allocating
80 spectrum. Such dynamic allocations might include sec-
81 ondary markets, spectrum commons, and licenses that
82 enable users to access spectrum on a secondary basis. All of
83 these techniques require radios to behave intelligently. In
84 the case of secondary markets, radios must engage in
85 negotiations with a spectrum broker to obtain access to
86 spectrum appropriate to their needs. In a spectrum com-
87 mons, radios must be aware of and respond to other users
88 also using the commons. In the case of a secondary license,
89 users must be alert for the appearance of primary users
90 (PUs) as well as avoid other secondary users.
91 Extraordinary progress has been made on applying
92 cognitive techniques to obtain seamless adaptation of radio
93 link parameters, opportunistic use of underutilized spec-
94 trum, and increased flexibility in modulation and waveform
95 selection to better fit the current wireless environment.
96 Increasingly, however, there is the realization that such
97 intelligent radios, when placed in a network, might bring
98 about unexpected and undesirable results unless network
99 considerations are carefully explored. We have termed a

100 network that intelligently takes end-to-end goals into
101 account a cognitive network (CN) [7].
102 While this paper reflects the broad scope and interdis-
103 ciplinary nature of the Wireless @ Virginia Tech efforts to
104 address the challenging problems raised in the creation of
105 CRs and CNs, it is not a complete catalog of our related work.
106 In particular, we have omitted significant work on the use of
107 hidden Markov models to predict channel availability [8]
108 and on the application of learning algorithms to the
109 diagnosis and adjustment of cellular systems [9]. While we
110 discuss another technique for signal recognition, we have
111 omitted significant work on universal receiver architectures,
112 signal detection, and recognition [10].

113Although we have attempted to reference the most
114relevant work at other institutions, the scope of this paper is
115too broad to provide a comprehensive overview. In addition
116to pointers to specific work in individual sections, though,
117we are aware of comprehensive efforts in the areas of CR
118and CNVspanning from the building of radio platforms to
119the creation of CN architectures and protocolsVat some
120other institutions. The Information and Telecommunica-
121tion Technology Center at the University of Kansas has
122been engaged in a broad program of CR and CN research,
123including the development of the Kansas University Agile
124Radio hardware platform [11]; in addition, they have
125participated in the creation of an experimental protocol
126stack for CR networks known as CogNet (with Rutgers
127University and Carnegie–Mellon University) [12]. In addi-
128tion to participation in CogNet, the Wireless Information
129Network Laboratory at Rutgers University is involved in
130the development of CR hardware platforms such as
131WiNC2R [13]. Georgia Tech also has a substantial portfolio
132of work, ranging from radio-frequency (RF) chip develop-
133ment [14] to cooperative spectrum sensing [15] and higher
134layer issues such as the design of cognitive mesh networks
135[16]. The Berkeley Wireless Research Center at the
136University of California Berkeley has undertaken similarly
137broad efforts ranging from the development of a CR
138network emulator based on multiple field-programmable
139gate arrays (FPGA) [17] to DSA system design [18]. Finally,
140the Centre for Telecommunications Value-Chain Research
141in Ireland has a similarly broad program including both
142radio platform development and the development of
143reconfigurable radio and network architectures for cogni-
144tive systems [19].
145This paper provides an overview of research related to
146CRs and CNs at Virginia Tech (VT). It is organized as
147follows. Section II briefly describes the history of work on
148CRs and CNs at Virginia Tech. Section III describes our
149work on reasoning and learning algorithms and architec-
150tures. Section IV describes work on supporting technol-
151ogies such as signal recognition and radio environment
152maps (REMs). Section V describes our work on underlying
153radio platforms. Section VI addresses the problems of
154ensuring that CR systems are secure and, moreover,
155verifying that such systems will always operate within
156regulatory limits. Section VII presents research in the area
157of end-to-end network reconfiguration. Section VIII con-
158siders the application of game theory to analyze cognitive
159systems. Section IX considers research into specific
160application areas, including dynamic spectrum sharing
161(DSS) and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
162tems, and Section X offers conclusions.

163II . HISTORY

164Early work in CR, led by Mitola, focused primarily on
165upper layer adaptation, in which the radio platform
166responded directly to anticipated user or application needs
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167 [20]. The radio seeks out the required information and
168 provides the user with instructions or the desired service.
169 Mitola also enhanced the observe, orient, decide, and act
170 decision-making model taught to military officers [21] with
171 additional steps of Bplan[ and Blearn[ to create the
172 Bcognition loop[ that has been widely used to understand
173 and analyze the performance of cognitive processes in CRs
174 and CNs [20]. Lastly, Mitola introduced the notions of
175 Blevels of cognition[ as applied to CR; these levels allow us
176 to assess our progress along the road to creating radios that
177 are truly cognitive.
178 In many ways, work at Virginia Tech began with an
179 opposite motivation fromMitola’s work. Rather than seeking
180 to satisfy users’ goals, our work on CR began with the desire
181 to exploit available technology. This work traces its roots to a
182 project supported by the National Science Foundation,
183 BDigital Government: Testbed for High-Speed FEnd-to-End_
184 Communications in Support of Comprehensive Emergency
185 Management,[ which began in September 2000, led by
186 Bostian. In the course of this project, the research team
187 noticed the availability of paths-of-opportunity created by
188 rough-surface scattering and hypothesized that these paths
189 could be used to facilitate high-speed communications
190 links in emergency scenarios. A system was needed that
191 could autonomously identify, characterize, and equalize
192 broadband 28 GHz channels based on signals propagating
193 via rough surface scattering and communicate over these
194 channels without requiring attention from a skilled
195 operator [22].
196 By 2002, Bostian’s Ph.D. student Rieser was focused on
197 the concept of a cognitive engine (CE). Rather than seek to
198 endow a specific radio with intelligence, the research team
199 sought to create a software package that could intelligently
200 control any radio. While Rieser was aware of Mitola’s
201 work, we believe VT was the first to separate the cognitive
202 function from the radio platform and to focus on cognition
203 at the physical layer.
204 Bostian’s team embodied the cognition cycle in a CE
205 using a multiple-objective genetic algorithm (GA) for both
206 efficient optimization of radio configuration and as the
207 basis for machine learning. In 2004, a patent application
208 was filed describing this technology; this patent, titled
209 BCognitive Radio Engine Based on Genetic Algorithms in a
210 Network,[ was issued in 2007 [23]. More recent work on
211 this CE concept is described in [24] and in Section III.
212 Also in 2004, the team demonstrated a simple working
213 prototype CR. This radio consisted of a multiple-objective
214 genetic-algorithm-based CE paired with adaptive (but not
215 software defined) Proxim radios. The CE controlled the
216 radios’ modulation type, modulation index, transmit
217 power, and forward error-correction coding. The team
218 established a video link between two of the radios and then
219 turned on a jammer to disrupt it. The CE autonomously
220 adjusted the radios to mitigate the effects of the jammer. It
221 also remembered the actions it took and applied this
222 knowledge the next time it saw the same jammer [25].

223Concurrent with this work in the CR area was our work
224on applications of game theory to wireless systems. While
225much of this work does not explicitly use the term CR,
226game theory is a collection of tools for analyzing the
227interactions of rational agents. The assumption that radios
228will behave as rational agents presupposes the type of
229autonomous behavior required by the definition of CRs. We
230believe that [26] was among the first to make the explicit
231connection between game theory and networks of CRs.
232In addition to the early start in CR, Virginia Tech has a
233history of significant research activity in the area of SDR.
234While CRs are not necessarily based on SDRs, it is often
235the complexity and capabilities of a SDR that make
236intelligent control of the radio necessary or desirable.
237Virginia Tech’s work in SDR began in the early 1990s
238under the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
239(DARPA) GloMo program to develop reconfigurable
240computing, FPGA-like devices to support the functionality
241demanded by intense communication operations [27].
242We have also examined the problem of the interactions
243that might arise between multiple CRs in a network. We
244first outlined these problems and possible approaches to
245solving them in [7] and further expanded these ideas in
246[28]. In these works, we defined a CN as a Bnetwork with a
247process that can perceive current network conditions, and
248then plan, decide, and act on those conditions. The net-
249work can learn from these adaptations and use them to
250make future decisions, all while taking into account end-
251to-end goals.[ Note that this definition retains the aware-
252ness, adaptability, and learning possessed by CRs but adds
253a focus on end-to-end goals.
254Hearkening back to the origins of the VT work on CR,
255some of our recent work has centered on building a public
256safety CR, capable of recognizing any of the commonly
257used public safety waveforms and configuring itself to
258interoperate with them [29]. Important parts of this work
259include a universal signal detection and synchronization
260system [30] and techniques for rapidly configuring and
261reconfiguring a SDR under CE control. Full details appear
262in [10].

263III . THE COGNITIVE CORE:
264ALGORITHMS FOR REASONING
265AND LEARNING

266The CE is the intelligent system behind a CR (or a node in a
267CN) and combines sensing, learning, and optimization to
268control the radio (or network). Our recent work in CE
269development is described in Rondeau’s dissertation [31],
270which describes both the theory and the prototypical
271implementation of the CE. It addresses cognitive compo-
272nents as well as particular issues related to developing
273algorithms for CR behavior. This work provides a theo-
274retical foundation for developing the optimization algo-
275rithms required to design waveforms to meet particular
276quality of service (QoS) requirements under a given set of
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277 environmental conditions. Rondeau casts the problem as
278 a multiple-objective optimization process that trades off
279 objectives like bit error rate, data rate, and power con-
280 sumption that measure radio performance. This provides a
281 foundation for analyzing CR systems. This work also pro-
282 vides examples of using feedback, learning, and knowledge
283 representation in the CE.
284 Our conception of the cognition cycle proposed by
285 Mitola is shown in Fig. 1 as applied to physical layer
286 waveform adaptation. The outer loop is responsible for a
287 reasoning process: On the basis of current observed
288 conditions, take the best possible action through reliance
289 on past experience and a metaheuristic optimization
290 algorithm. The inner loop represents the learning process,
291 through which past experiences are noted and influence
292 the reasoning process.
293 Fig. 2 shows how the CE fits into the radio system as a
294 whole. The figure includes three extrinsic domains that
295 impact the radio.
296 • The user domain provides performance require-
297 ments to the radio.
298 • The policy domain constrains the CE to work
299 within a given regulatory environment.
300 • The RF environment provides the context in which
301 the transceiver will operate.
302 In addition, the figure shows a traditional communications
303 stack on the right side. The CE operates on this stack in
304 order to achieve the user’s objectives in the policy and RF
305 environment in which it is operating. It accomplishes these
306 goals by controlling the stackVbut is itself independent of
307 the stack.
308 Fig. 3 shows a prototypical CE architecture. Central to
309 this architecture is a cognitive controller that functions as
310 the kernel and scheduler of the cognitive system. Other
311 components of particular interest include:
312 • sensors, which collect and preprocess environ-
313 mental data;
314 • the decision maker, which stores past experience
315 and seeds the optimization processes;

316• optimizers, which seek to develop optimized solu-
317tions to the problem currently posed by the user’s
318requirements, the constraints of policy, and the
319radio environment by building on past experience.
320Also of particular note in this architecture is the presence
321of generic interfaces between the components and the
322cognitive controller, allowing individual components to be
323modular. Current work includes further development of
324the architecture shown to provide a platform for interna-
325tional collaboration and comparative experimentation with
326CRs and CNs [32].

327A. Genetic Algorithm Optimizer
328The optimization of wireless system parameters is
329fundamentally a multiple-objective problem. Focusing on a
330single objective, such as minimizing bit error rate (BER) or
331maximizing signal-to-(interference and noise) ratio (SINR),
332in the wireless environment usually leads to poor solutions

Fig. 1. The Virginia Tech cognition cycle [31].

Fig. 2. A CR architecture [31].
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333 because they ignore other important objectives such as
334 delay, spectral occupancy, power expenditure, or computa-
335 tional complexity. Instead, it is necessary for the optimizer
336 in a CE to chase multiple objectives simultaneously. While it
337 may be possible to create a single objective function by
338 weighting individual objectives, this is quite challenging due
339 to the difficulty of establishing appropriate weights a priori,
340 especially when the objectives in question have wildly
341 different units and magnitudes. Moreover, the relative
342 rankings of these different objectives will change dramat-
343 ically when considering different applications of the wireless
344 system (e.g., file transfer versus telephony).
345 GAs excel in solving multiple-objective problems and are
346 extremely flexible in representing different search spaces.
347 While there are many ways in which a GA can compare
348 different members of a population in a multiple-objective
349 space, we consider Pareto ranking, where the members of
350 the population are ranked by the number of individuals in
351 the population to which they are Pareto superior.
352 Of course, the optimizer must ultimately return a single
353 individual solution, ormay need to select between individuals
354 in the population with the same Pareto score. In so doing, we
355 rely on a weighting of the objectives. However, the weighting
356 is applied to normalized objectives, where each objective
357 value is normalized against the best value that objective has
358 received through all generations of the GA.

359A key problem with using GAs as an optimizer is that
360they are notoriously slow, sometimes requiring thousands
361of generations to converge. Since the CE is working in a
362real-time environment, this slow convergence is unaccept-
363able. We solve this problem by seeding the GA’s initial
364population with a carefully chosen set of solutions that
365correspond to promising areas of the search space. The
366choice of these candidate solutions to seed the GA’s initial
367population is described next.

368B. Case-Based Decision Maker
369In addition to the problem with the convergence speed
370of GAs, just described, there is also a sense in which a GA is
371incapable of learning. While the GA may explore a search
372space thoroughly, when presented with a new problem it
373will start over rather than attempt to apply domain knowl-
374edge accumulated through past optimizations. It is this
375problem that the case-based decision maker attempts to
376solve. This concept was first described in [33].
377The operation of the case-based decision maker is
378largely derived from case-based decision theory as devel-
379oped in [34]. Essentially, the technique operates on a
380database of cases, in which each case consists of a problem
381faced, an action taken, and a result. When the decision
382maker faces a new problem, it uses a similarity function to
383compare that problem to those in the database, assigning a

Fig. 3. The CE architecture [31].
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384 similarity value between zero and one to each case in the
385 database. Each case in the database is further evaluated by
386 assigning a utility, based upon the current objectives of the
387 CE, to the result of each case. Lastly, the cases in the
388 database are ranked by taking the product of their
389 similarities and utilities. The top-rated cases are then
390 selected and the actions taken in those cases used to
391 initialize the population of the GA (or other optimizer).
392 Many more details about this process and our
393 implementation of it can be found in [31]. In summary,
394 though, on average the case-based decision maker
395 improves the performance of the GA. In particular, it
396 can lead to fast attainment of high fitness solutions in few
397 generations, which is desirable for the real-time applica-
398 tion of the CE.

399 C. Cognitive Engine Experiments
400 Rondeau demonstrated the performance of the
401 prototypical CE both through simulation and in over-
402 the-air experiments with real radios. He performed a key
403 set of over-the-air experiments during IEEE DySPAN in
404 April 2007.
405 The setup for these experiments is shown in Fig. 4.
406 To establish a link, a master CR sweeps the spectrum,
407 determines what other radios are present, designs a wave-
408 form for the channel, and then pushes it to the other radio.
409 It opens a link to provide a streaming audio service between
410 the two nodes that provides a low error connection in the
411 presence of three interfering radios operating in the 2.405
412 to 2.415 GHz band. Two of the interfering signals were
413 1-MHz-wide quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) signals
414 generated by Trinity College Dublin IRIS software radios
415 and a third was a 1-MHz-wide orthogonal frequency-
416 division multiplexing (OFDM) signal from an Anritsu
417 MG3700A signal generator. The signals were positioned at
418 2.4075 GHz (IRIS QPSK 1), 2.410 GHz (IRIS QPSK 2), and
419 2.4125 GHz (signal generator OFDM). When asked to
420 design a waveform, the CE produced a 200 kbps QPSK
421 signal with a 12 dBm transmit power.

422In Fig. 4, the three interfering signals are seen at
4232.4075, 2.410, and 2.4125 GHz, and the CE’s waveform is
424located to the left of all three interferers at 2.4057 GHz.
425The signal on the right edge of the plot around 2.4145 GHz
426was not part of the experiment but a random signal that
427happened to be present, probably from a nearby DARPA
428XG demonstration.
429In the early GA generations, the interference power
430for many of the solutions was large, but heavy selection
431pressure to minimize interference (the chosen objective
432weights emphasized minimizing interference) allowed the
433CE to find a spectrum free of interference quickly. The GA
434converged on a good solution within about 50 generations.
435These results confirm that the CE can produce high-
436data-rate low-BER signals. The test also showed that the
437power spectral density sensor integrated into the cognitive
438node could accurately model the interference environment
439and that the CE optimized around the interferers.

440IV. SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES

441A. Spectrum Sensing
442As previously mentioned, a key application for the
443development of CR systems is the promise of DSS, which
444could lead to more efficient spectrum usage. In order to
445achieve this promise, a CR system must first make sense of
446the radio spectrum activity in its surroundings. We define
447spectrum sensing as the combination of signal detection and
448modulation classification and use the general term
449automatic modulation classification (AMC) to denote this
450combined process. CRs may be required to perform AMC
451with no a priori knowledge of received signal character-
452istics. In this scenario, it is known that cyclic feature-based
453AMC is a possible approach with many advantages,
454including reduced sensitivity to noise and the ability to
455differentiate overlapping signals. This approach exploits
456the statistical characteristics of communication signals that
457vary periodically with time.
458To take advantage of radio signal variability and allow
459for more reliable sensing, we present a distributed
460approach to cyclic feature-based AMC in which spectrum
461sensing is performed collaboratively by a network of
462radios. The distributed AMC system considered here is
463shown in Fig. 5. In this system, each of the radios consists
464of two stages: an AMC stage and a decision maker (DM)
465stage. The AMC stage processes the received signal by
466using features extracted from the cyclic spectrum of the
467signal for use in a neural network to perform pattern
468matching. The output of the AMC stage yn is then used in
469the DM stage to determine the local decision un, which
470takes on a value in a finite alphabet. Finally, each local
471decision is sent to a fusion center, which uses these
472decisions, along with the result of its own AMC stage, to
473make a final global decision. More details on the technique
474described in this section can be found in [35], [36]. An

Fig. 4. Radio situation and spectral diagram showing interferers and

the CR link at 2.4057 GHz.
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476 described in [10].

477 1) Radio-Level AMC Stage: The radios’ AMC stage can
478 be broken up into two main functions: feature extraction,
479 in which the received signal’s !-profile is found; and
480 pattern matching, in which a trained feed-forward back-
481 propagation neural network performs pattern matching
482 on the !-profile. The !-profile, first defined for use in
483 AMC in [37] and [38], is extracted from the cyclic spec-
484 trum of the received signal x!t", defined as

Ŝ
!
x !f"# lim

T!1
lim

!t!1

1

!t

Z

!t=2

$!t=2

1

T
UT!t; f"V%

T!t; f"dt &39'

485 where

UT!t; f" #
Z

t(T=2

t$T=2

x!u"e$j2"!f(!=2"udu

486 and

V%
T!t; f" #

Z

t(T=2

t$T=2

x%!u"ej2"!f$!=2"udu:

487We estimate the cyclic spectrum through the use of a time-
488smoothing algorithm known as the fast Fourier transform
489(FFT) accumulation algorithm. For more details, refer to
490[35] and [40].
491Once the cyclic spectrum has been determined, the !-
492profile is created by taking the maximum value along the
493spectral location parameter f for each spectral separation
494parameter !; i.e., profile!!" # maxf &Ŝ

!
x !f"'. This process

495reduces the size of the data to be used, allowing for a more
496computationally efficient pattern-matching algorithm
497without significantly reducing performance.
498After the !-profile is created, a trained two-layer feed-
499forward back-propagation neural network is used to
500perform pattern matching on the profile. This neural
501network is trained on a set of !-profiles through the use of
502a Delta-Bar-Delta adaptive learning rate algorithm to give a
503modulation dependent output between $1 and 1.
504As an example of the functionality of the radio’s AMC
505stage, we assume a case in which there are four possible
506modulation schemes: binary phase-shift keying (BPSK),
507QPSK, frequency shift keying (FSK), and minimum shift
508keying (MSK), as well as the case in which no signal is
509present. The neural network is trained to yield the
510following modulation dependent outputs: $1 for BPSK,
511$0.5 for FSK, 0 for no signal present, 0.5 for MSK, and
5121 for QPSK. In Fig. 6, the conditional probability density
513functions (pdf) of the output of the AMC stage yn can be
514seen for an Eb=N0 of $2 dB. It can be observed that the
515pdfs, conditioned on each of the possible five hypotheses,
516have a relatively small overlap even at this low Eb=N0

517value. From this result, it is clear that the proposed scheme
518has the potential to be of great use in detecting and
519classifying signals.

5202) Distributed System Setup and Optimization: It was
521mentioned previously that the output of a radio’s AMC stage
522is used by its DM stage to send a local decision, a message
523that takes on a value from a finite alphabet, to the fusion
524center. For this system, we can write person-by-person

Fig. 5. Distributed spectrum sensing block diagram [35], [36].

Fig. 6. Conditional pdf for the output of the AMC stage at

an Eb=N0 of $2 dB [35], [36].
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525 optimal decision rules for the fusion center and the DMs.
526 These person-by-person optimal rules form a system of
527 nonlinear coupled equations, and solving them is generally
528 computationally hard. To avoid the Bbrute force[ approach
529 to solving for these rules, we use an iterative method based
530 on the Gauss–Seidel algorithm. This algorithm, defined in
531 detail in [41], allows for the decision rules to be solved
532 efficiently manner, at the expense of requiring messages to
533 be passed between the radios and the fusion center. For
534 more details on the optimal decision rules and the
535 application of this technique to this problem, refer to [35]
536 and [36].
537 To show the effects of performing distributed AMC over
538 a single radio case, we expand on the AMC stage example.
539 We assume that each of the radios in the distributed system
540 is identical and has an AMC stage trained as discussed in
541 the previous example, and that its outputs have empirical
542 density functions as shown in Fig. 6. In Table 1, the results
543 for the nondistributed case can be seen, while the results of
544 the distributed scheme, with three radios and a fusion
545 center, can be seen in Table 2. From these tables, it can be
546 seen that performing AMC in a distributed manner greatly
547 improves the detection and classification of signals over the
548 single radio system. This can be seen by observing the
549 average probability of classification error. In the single
550 radio case, this error is approximately 5.2% but drops to
551 approximately 0.2% for the distributed case with three
552 radios and a fusion center. In the case of classifying MSK,
553 the probability of correct classification rises from 86% for
554 the single radio case to over 99% for the distributed case
555 with three radios and fusion.
556 We have shown that performing AMC in a distributed
557 manner can provide a significant increase in the probability
558 of signal detection and correct classification over a single
559 radio system, at the expense of requiring messages to be
560 passed between the fusion center and the radios. The results

561from this work show that the proposed distributed AMC
562method, in the context of CR systems, can provide better
563analysis of the Bspectral environment[ by increasing the
564probability of signal detection and correct classification.

565B. Radio Environment Maps
566A distinctive characteristic of CRs and CNs is their
567capability of making decisions and adaptations based on
568past experience, on current operational conditions, and
569also possibly on future behavior predictions. An underlying
570aspect of this concept is that CRs and CNs must efficiently
571represent and store environmental and operational infor-
572mation. These resulting (individual or shared) databases
573enable different functionalities of the CE. In this context,
574we discuss a possible embodiment of such databases in the
575form of REMs. The application of REMs (also known as
576available resource maps) to CR systems was first proposed
577in the context of unlicensed wireless wide area networks in
578[42] and [43]. A detailed study of the use of REMs by
579different CE approaches can be found in [44] and [45].
580A REM is a database that characterizes the environment
581in a given geographical area. The REM contains multi-
582domain information such as spectral regulations, geo-
583graphical features, and the locations and activities of radios
584[45]–[47]. Our work has shown that REMs are a practical,
585cost-efficient way to achieve a more efficient utilization of
586the spectrum and to help reduce harmful interference
587between CR systems and PUs of the spectrum.
588REMs can be divided into two classes: global REMs and
589local REMs, which present a global view and a local view of
590the environment around the CR, respectively. A global
591REM is typically obtained from the network infrastructure,
592while a local REM is obtained by each radio from its own
593spectrum sensing and by monitoring transmissions of
594nearby CRs and PUs, for example. CRs use the REM’s
595information to optimize their transmit waveform and other
596parameters across the protocol stack. Using the network
597simulation platform presented in [48], we present link- and
598network-level performance results of such a network.

5991) Link-Level Simulations: Consider a scenario in which a
600CR, following a random waypoint mobility model, moves
601through a stationary PU network spread over a circular
602region. The average SINR improvement obtained by using
603the REM concept is shown in Fig. 7 for different
604interference radius to sensing radius (IR-to-SR) ratios, as
605a function of the CR speed. To obtain these results, we
606assume that the CR switches off its transmission any time
607it is aware that the PU network is within its interference
608range. As expected, the performance of local REM-based
609systems greatly depends on the IR-to-SR ratio. However, it
610is also seen that the global REM-based systems are not as
611dependent on this parameter; this is due to the fact that, in
612addition to their own sensing, radios also have access to a
613global REM (that contains information from multiple
614radios).

Table 1 Probability of Classification for the Single Radio Case [35], [36]

Table 2 Probability of Classification for the Distributed Case (Three

Radios With Fusion Center) [35], [36]
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615 The performance improvement obtained by having a
616 global REM comes at the cost of having to acquire and
617 broadcast the contents of the global database to all CRs. To
618 better understand the effects of such practical implemen-
619 tation issues, we evaluate the system performance
620 assuming PU mobility and information dissemination
621 delay. The simulation scenario is similar to the previous
622 simulation but with mobile PUs. The average SINR
623 degradation at the PU nodes and the corresponding 95%
624 confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 8. As expected, the
625 simulation results indicate that the higher the speed of the
626 PU nodes, the greater is the SINR degradation at the PU
627 nodes due to the global REM dissemination delay. This is
628 due to the fact that the locations of the PUs in the REM are
629 out of date and the CR applies imperfect knowledge to
630 adjust its transmit power.

6312) Network-Level Simulations: In the network-level
632simulation scenario (shown in Fig. 9), 20 CRs are moving
633along the streets and 20 PU nodes are stationary and
634clustered at a street crossing. We assume that the CRs and
635the PUs both transmit and receive signals. In this analysis,
636two typical geographical environments are considered: an
637open area and a dense urban area, where the two-ray
638ground reflection model and the Manhattan model are
639employed, respectively. The simulation parameters can be
640found in [48]. The following utility function is used to
641evaluate the performance of the two networks:

u # sum throughput of both primary and CNs

average packet delay experienced by the PUs
:

642Fig. 10 shows the increased network utility due to
643REM-enabled CRs in the context of spectrum sharing with
644incumbent PUs. As depicted in this figure, three different
645cases are considered.
6461) The CRs are unaware of the topographical environ-
647ment. When any PU node falls into their free-space
648interference range, they stop transmission.
6492) The CRs estimate the path loss to the PU nodes by
650using the two-ray ground model and adjust their
651transmit power if any PU is within their interfer-
652ence range.
6533) The REM-enabled CRs are fully aware of the radio
654environment and apply the Manhattan propaga-
655tion model for path-loss prediction. Based on this
656estimate, the CRs adaptively adjust their transmit
657power if any PU is within their interference range.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison under different IR-to-SR

ratios [36], [48].

Fig. 8. Average SINR degradation comparison under various PU

moving speeds [36], [48].

Fig. 9. Network-level simulation scenario [36], [48].
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658 The Manhattan propagation model differentiates the line-
659 of-sight and non-line-of-sight conditions for appropriate
660 path-loss prediction. The simulation results show that the
661 high penetration loss due to the buildings in a dense urban
662 area creates many Bspectrum holes[ that enable much
663 higher spectrum reuse by the REM-enabled CRs. Thus, the
664 network utility for Case 3 is higher than that for Cases 1
665 and 2.

666 V. RADIO PLATFORM ISSUES

667 While SDR platforms are not strictly necessary to create
668 CRs, the flexibility of an SDR is one motivation for pursuing
669 the study of CR algorithms. The ability to change the
670 functionality of the radio in response to dynamic conditions
671 requires both intelligent algorithms and capable radio
672 platforms. In particular, satisfying the demands of DSA
673 requires frequency agile radio hardware. For example,
674 mobile communications are an essential component of
675 public safety operations, with systems in many frequency
676 bands, including high frequency (HF) (25–30 MHz), very
677 HF (VHF) (30–50, 138–174, and 220–222 MHz), ultra-HF
678 (UHF) (406–512 MHz), and the 700 MHz, 800 MHz, and
679 4.9 GHz bands [49]. This profusion of operating frequen-
680 cies and associated modes complicates interoperability and
681 thereby impacts the effectiveness of public safety personnel
682 [50]. Military users are in a similar situation. To effectively
683 exploit frequency-agile CR techniques in applications such
684 as these, it is necessary for radios to operate over large
685 fractional bandwidths and even multiple bands simulta-
686 neously. For example, we may wish to use one (or more) RF
687 chains to search for spectrum Bwhite space[ simultaneous-
688 ly with ongoing communications, or we may wish to bridge
689 communications taking place in different bands. The ability
690 of the radio platform to adapt dynamically and nearly
691 instantaneously during operation is particularly valuable

692and novelVuntil recently, most work on SDR focused on
693static reconfigurability. Thus, research in CRs and CN both
694drives and is driven by research into flexible radio
695platforms.
696Although no operational radios capable of this kind of
697flexibility exist currently, single-channel radios covering
698large subsets of these bands do exist. For example, the U.S.
699Department of Defense’s Joint Tactical Radio System
700program has developed radios for frequencies spanning
70130–512 MHz.1 However, these radios are expensive and,
702ironically, have specifications that are in some cases
703inferior to existing commercial public safety radios [51].
704This section describes efforts to address these
705important issues. First, we discuss a technique for real-
706time embedded reconfiguration of FPGAs. Then, we
707describe advances in RF/mixed-signal integrated circuit
708(IC) design that enable better and less expensive multi-
709band radios. Lastly, we examine the application of a new
710single-chip complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
711(CMOS) direct-conversion transceiver as the basis for a
712prototype simultaneous-multiband public safety radio.

713A. Dynamic Assembly of Radio Structures
714While the changes in functionality needed to adapt to
715new and unforeseen conditions can sometimes be achieved
716in software alone, there are many instances where general
717purpose processors and digital signal processors (DSPs)
718have insufficient computational capabilities to realize the
719desired functionality. FPGAs offer a potential solution to
720this problem by providing a means of realizing custom
721signal-processing pipelines within a reconfigurable fabric.
722The application of FPGAs to flexible radios has traditionally
723been hindered by the difficulty of exploiting the reconfi-
724gurability of FPGAs in an embedded environment.
725Designing computational structures Bon-the-fly[ has been
726intractable since powerful desktop computer-aided design
727(CAD) systems have been required to synthesize new com-
728putational structures. An alternative approach, though, is
729to synthesize the anticipated signal processing structures in
730advance so that they can be instanced on demand within
731the radio platform.
732This section describes a framework that provides a
733means for dynamically assembling radio structures autono-
734mously in embedded environments, eliminating the need for
735CAD tools at run time. At design time, all modules are
736wrapped, anchoring all points at known locations and
737making modules self-contained. At run time, a flexible radio
738controller can insert or remove modules from the radio’s
739signal-processing chain, and the framework will take care of
740placing the module and routing all connections between the
741modules and the rest of the design. Because no vendor tools
742are used at run time, the resulting application can be run on
743any platform. More details on the framework described in
744this section, called wires on demand, can be found in [52].

Fig. 10. Network utility comparison when CRs adopt different

adaptation schemes [36], [48].

1See http://jtrs.army.mil/.
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745 Partial reconfiguration (PR) has been supported in
746 Xilinx’s implementation tools with the addition of special
747 constraints and bus macros to the modular design flow
748 [53]. Although the PR flow has steadily improved since its
749 introduction in 2002, substantial time and manual effort is
750 still required to floorplan the dynamic module slots and
751 construct the routing between slots. All intermodule
752 connection points must be implemented at compile time
753 because no run-time environment is supported, precluding
754 run-time placement and routing optimizations. The unique
755 solution adopted by the wires on demand system is
756 dynamic allocation of multiple modules within a large
757 Bsandbox[ region, combined with an efficient run-time
758 router to connect the modules.

759 1) Module Placement and Relocation: The design
760 framework described here targets systems consisting of
761 channeled datapaths connecting relatively large modules.
762 As shown in Fig. 11, each module consists of a PR module
763 (commonly known as an IP core) surrounded by a wrapper
764 and compiled to a partial bitstream. The wrapper serves to
765 connect modules and to pass through signals that need to
766 be routed over the core. This approach permits dynamic
767 module composition without the time and memory
768 overheads normally associated with placement and routing
769 algorithms.
770 Traditional FPGA tools tend to use time-consuming
771 iterative approaches to tackle the difficult problem of
772 placement. In a run-time environment, these approaches
773 simply take too long. Previous work has shown that some
774 performance may be sacrificed to reduce run-time costs
775 while still achieving good results [54]. To reduce time and
776 memory requirements of the placement process, place-

777ment occurs at the module level rather than at the gate
778level. This reduces the size of the problem from placing
779many thousands of cells to placing tens of blocks. Many
780previous approaches for run-time FPGA placement take a
781naive view of architecture, treating placement as a purely
782geometric problem or ignoring features such as block RAM
783that are not a part of the homogeneous logic fabric.
784Important issues such as timing and routeability are also
785ignored.
786The main goal of the datapath placement approach is to
787promote neighbor connections and reduce routing delays
788between blocks by minimizing the lengths of the connect-
789ing wires. The first step is to arrange the modules along a
790one-dimensional axis in the data flow ordering. This one-
791dimensional ordering is then mapped to the FPGA. The
792precise placement of modules depends on the resources
793that they require, such as multipliers and block RAM.
794These extra resources are heterogeneous blocks separate
795from the regular reconfigurable fabric and are a limiting
796factor in determining the placement for a given module.
797The datapath is primarily routed in the vertical direction,
798with horizontal jogs to allow the datapath to fold around the
799FPGA. A timing estimation may also be performed to see if
800the design will meet its timing requirements along the
801critical path. Space is allocated to each needed module, and
802routing channels are reserved for data connections between
803modules. Using this approach, we have demonstrated
804dynamic assembly of radios in an untethered reconfigur-
805able radio platform; see [52] for details.

8062) Dynamic Module Library Preparation: The dynamic
807module library is composed of preprocessed partial
808reconfigurable models (IP cores) stored in the form of
809partial bitstreams. Before compilation, blocks are encased
810in wrapper structures that provide routing anchor ports for
811block ports.
812A module interface template describes the wrapper
813structure required by a particular functional block.
814Information in the template includes the port names and
815ordering, preferred block dimensions, dataflow direction,
816and routing options (such as the number of pass-through
817connections). Functional block preprocessing takes as
818input the module’s port declarations and interface tem-
819plates, and produces VHDL and constraints for a wrapped
820module. Mainstream CAD tools are then invoked to
821generate one or more bitstreams for the module. Defining
822similar interface templates for a set of modules promotes
823port alignment when the modules are connected.
824Software has inspired high-level abstractions such as
825extending operating systems to manage FPGA configura-
826tion, but the low-level details are often left undefined.
827Careful partitioning is required between costly algorithms
828used to create efficient module implementations and run-
829time tasks. Efficient, algorithm-tailored module commu-
830nication is as important as optimized modules to reap the
831benefits of reconfigurable computing. The frameworkFig. 11. Components of a dynamically assembled design.
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833 flexible, rapid, and efficient module composition.

834 B. Radio-Frequency and Mixed-Signal Integrated
835 Circuit Design
836 Another aspect of CR research under active investigation
837 at Virginia Tech is the area of RF/mixed-signal IC design.
838 Receiver architectures currently under consideration for CR
839 include 1) zero intermediate frequency (IF) (direct conver-
840 sion) receivers [Fig. 12(a)] and 2) RF bandpass sampling
841 receivers [Fig. 12(b)] [55]. Zero-IF receivers down-convert
842 all desired frequencies directly to baseband. This is a mature
843 approach for commercial wireless communications recei-
844 vers, but for CR this puts extremely challenging require-
845 ments on the frequency synthesizer for local oscillator (LO)
846 generation. In addition, appropriate, tunable front-end
847 filtering is required to avoid blockers and meet dynamic
848 range requirements. RF bandpass sampling receivers move
849 the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to RF, which enables
850 extremely flexible signal reception. However, for the wide-
851 band, multimode CRs envisioned, ADC dynamic range and
852 sample rate requirements will require large amounts of
853 power for the foreseeable future. ADC clock jitter also
854 impacts the dynamic range, and tunable RF filters are still
855 required to mitigate some interference.
856 To reduce the ADC/DSP power consumption require-
857 ments of RF bandpass sampling architectures for CR, some
858 of the signal-processing functions may be shifted to the
859 analog domain. For example, we are applying analog
860 signal-processing techniques for OFDM signal reception in
861 ultra-wide-band (UWB) receivers [56]. To reduce the
862 information conversion burden on the receiver ADCs, the
863 multiplication-intensive FFT function is relocated ahead of
864 the ADC into the discrete time analog domain. A prototype

865analog/mixed-signal FFT processor IC implementing
866serial-to-parallel/sample-and-hold and discrete analog
867multiplier-based FFT functions has been successfully dem-
868onstrated in CMOS technology. The IC can demodulate
869OFDM symbol streams at 1 GS/s with a linearity equivalent
870to a 9-bit ADC. The processor consumes 25 mW of power,
871a reduction of more than an order of magnitude compared
872to an equivalent ADC followed by digital FFT function.
873The underlying basis for this is that analog multiplication
874is much more power efficient than digital multiplication.
875Current work involves extending the demonstrated FFT
876processor design to spectral sensing applications. Similar
877work at Georgia Tech and Samsung employs an analog
878wavelet transform block ahead of the ADC to perform
879spectral sensing in wireless regional area network
880(WRAN) applications [57]. These efforts represent a trend
881in the use of analog signal processing to relieve the power
882and complexity burdens of high speed in emerging CR
883systems.
884Meanwhile, in the case of direct conversion receiver
885architectures, a significant challenge lies in the generation
886of all required LO frequencies with acceptable phase noise/
887spur performance. An attractive approach is multiband LO
888generation through multiplication or division from a
889Bgolden[ phase-locked loop (PLL)/synthesizer or synthe-
890sizers (Fig. 13). This approach offers fast band switching
891(G 10 ns) with no PLL settling time issues by selecting
892amongst different mixer/divider outputs and allows the
893synthesized source to be optimized for power consumption,
894phase noise, and spurs at a fixed center frequency. By
895switching in different combinations of mixers and variable-
896ratio dividers, a wide range of LO center frequencies can be
897generated. A similar approach was recently taken to build
898an 800MHz–5 GHz programmable SDR receiver [58]. Our
899recent work has included the design of UWB transmitter
900circuits in RF CMOS technology with multiband LO gener-
901ation based on a wide-band PLL design and incorporating
902ultraprecise nanosecond pulse generation circuitry [59].
903We are also currently developing highly linear, low-power
904resistive MOS single-sideband mixers with improved spur
905performance (G $40 dBc) for incorporation into multiband

Fig. 12. Candidate receiver architectures for CR. (a) Zero-IF

(direct conversion) receiver architecture. (b) RF bandpass sampling

receiver architecture.

Fig. 13. Diagram of multiband frequency generation using single

fixed-frequency PLL, dividers and single-sideband mixers.
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906 LO generation architectures [60]. Spurs have been cited as a
907 key cause of false alarms in PU detection; hence, reducing
908 them may be critical to CR performance.
909 An additional aspect of LO generation requirements for
910 CR direct conversion receivers is the need for ultraprecise
911 I/Q signal paths. To this end, we have developed new
912 approaches to I/Q phase and amplitude error correction in
913 integrated LC quadrature voltage-controlled oscillators
914 (QVCOs). For example, we have demonstrated a 5 GHz
915 range phase-tunable QVCO based on differential Gm tuning
916 in CMOS technology [61]. An ultrawide !)30*" I/Q phase
917 balance tuning range was achieved with minimal impact
918 on amplitude. While this amount of I/Q phase error is
919 unlikely for the QVCO itself at this technology node, the
920 excess phase correction capability can be used to correct
921 for errors introduced by other components in the receive
922 chain.

923 C. Building Multiband Radios
924 Through the application of technologies like those just
925 described, a new generation of single-chip CMOS direct-
926 conversion transceivers, which cover an astounding range
927 of frequencies with performance and bandwidth sufficient
928 for almost any wireless application in the tuning range,
929 may soon become available [62]. One such chip is
930 Motorola’s recently announced 90-nm CMOS SDR RFIC
931 [63]. We have been collaborating with Motorola since
932 January 2007 to use this chip as the basis for a prototype
933 simultaneous-multiband public safety radio (see Fig. 14).
934 An aspect of the multiband radio problem that remains
935 essentially unsolved is antennas for such radios, specifically,
936 how they can be integrated into the design without
937 degrading performance or leading to objectionable sizes or
938 shapes. For example, existing military handheld transceivers

939achieve this over 30–512MHz by allowing the antenna-front
940end interface to be somewhat lossy, degrading sensitivity
941and the efficiency of final-stage transmit amplifiers [51]. The
942latter also tends to increase power consumption. The focus
943of our current research is to develop techniques for the
944design of multiband mobile radios using the same type of
945monopole antennas currently in common use, with perfor-
946mance comparable to existing single- and dual-band radios.
947This research also has application in vehicle installations,
948where the objective is mitigation of the need to install
949multiple antennas (the dreaded Bporcupine effect[).
950It is certainly possible to design compact antennas that
951perform well on two bands simultaneously, and in certain
952cases the number of simultaneous bands can be increased
953to three or even four (e.g., [64]). Antennas that perform
954well in receive-only applications over large bandwidths are
955also often possible, as sensitivity is typically not a primary
956goal for such radios. However, developing antennas that
957perform well over many frequencies distributed over many
958bands is a daunting task, especially for transmit operation
959where low voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is impor-
960tant. Perhaps the most difficult aspect of the problem is
961dealing with frequencies less than 200 MHz, for which
962practical antennas become very short relative to wave-
963length. For example, a 20-cm linear antennaVabout as
964long as most users will acceptVis only about 2% of a
965wavelength at 30 MHz, the low end of the VHF-low band.
966In this case, the theoretical best possible bandwidth [65]
967for a 2 : 1 VSWR is less than 10 kHz. Thus, any impedance
968match between antenna and transceiver that is efficient
969from a power transfer point-of-view will have unacceptably
970narrow bandwidth and furthermore will need to be tuned
971as the channel changes. Attempts to bypass this limitation
972by designing the antenna to be well matched over the
973bandwidths of interest invariably result in lossy interfaces
974or awkward antenna shapes and sizes.
975If we are prevented by physics from making acceptable
976antennas with better multiband characteristics, then we
977are forced to consider ways to modify the front end of the
978transceiver to achieve this. One approach is to use multiple
979transceivers operating in parallel (for example, the
980Motorola chip has five receivers and three transmitters),
981each of which can be directly connected to an off-chip
982filter bank. In this case, RF multiplexers (e.g., a diplexer if
983two bands, a triplexer if three bands, and so on) become
984attractive. A multiplexer separates the antenna output into
985appropriate frequency ranges, thereby providing selectivity
986for subsequent direct conversion tuning. Although the
987design of RF multiplexers is an old problem, the existing
988techniques [66] are focused on the problem of interfacing
989single-ended devices with roughly constant impedance to
990other single-ended devices with roughly constant imped-
991ance. In contrast, the impedance of compact antennas
992operating over large fractional bandwidths varies from
993extremely capacitive with very high Q (hence inherently
994narrow-band) at low frequencies to wildly variable at

Fig. 14. Prototype multiband radio using the Motorola RFIC.

This design uses a four-band (138–174, 220–222, 406–512, and

764–900 MHz) antenna-transceiver RF multiplexer.
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995 higher frequencies as various disparate current modes
996 become more or less important with varying frequency.
997 We are developing multiband front ends consisting of
998 multiplexers with the desired current mode conversion
999 characteristics that simultaneously yield better overall

1000 performanceVnot necessarily from an impedance matching
1001 perspective, but rather from a receive sensitivity and transmit
1002 efficiency perspective. As an example of our ability to achieve
1003 the former, we have demonstrated front-end designs that are
1004 capable of expanding the effective (external noise-limited)
1005 sensitivity of dipole antennas from about 10% to about 25%
1006 using a front-end Bcodesign[ strategy [67], [68]. We are
1007 seeking additional improvements using Bnon-Foster[
1008 matching [69], which is a high-risk but high-payoff
1009 technique in which matching circuits are developed using
1010 active devices that achieve Bnonphysical[ impedance
1011 characteristicsVe.g., negative capacitanceVwhich result
1012 in dramatically improved impedance matching.

1013 VI. SECURITY AND VERIFICATION OF
1014 COGNITIVE SYSTEMS

1015 A. Security
1016 In order to achieve successful deployment of CRs and
1017 CNs, these systems require robust security mechanisms to
1018 resist misuse. The emergence of DSS and CR raises new
1019 security implications that have not been studied previous-
1020 ly. We are investigating several security issues within the
1021 context of CRs and CNs. In Fig. 15, we classify some of
1022 those security issues into two categories: spectrum access-
1023 related threats and radio software security threats. The
1024 former can be further classified into spectrum sensing-
1025 related threats and spectrum sharing-related threats. In
1026 this section, we briefly describe the security threats in each
1027 category and discuss some possible countermeasures. For
1028 examples of other work on security in CR and SDR
1029 systems, see [70] and [71].

1030 1) Spectrum Sensing-Related Security Threats: A CR
1031 engaged in DSS needs to carry out spectrum sensing for

1032the purpose of identifying fallow spectrum bandsVi.e.,
1033spectrum Bwhite spaces.[ Here, we focus our discussions
1034on one problem that poses a threat to the spectrum sensing
1035processVthe primary user emulation (PUE) attack [72].
1036In the DSS paradigm, CRs opportunistically utilize
1037fallow licensed bands after identifying them via spectrum
1038sensing. These secondary users are permitted to operate in
1039licensed bands only on a noninterference basis. A
1040secondary user must constantly monitor for the presence
1041of PU signals in the current operating band and candidate
1042bands. If a secondary user detects the presence of a PU in
1043the current band, it must immediately switch to another
1044band. On the other hand, if the secondary user detects the
1045presence of another secondary user, it invokes a coexis-
1046tence mechanism to share spectrum resources. In a PUE
1047attack, a malicious secondary user attempts to gain priority
1048over other secondary users by transmitting signals that
1049emulate the characteristics of a PU’s signals. The potential
1050impact of a PUE depends on the legitimate secondary
1051users’ ability to distinguish attacker’s signals from actual
1052PU signals while conducting spectrum sensing.
1053Energy detection is one of the simplest methods for
1054spectrum sensing. In energy detection, a detector infers
1055the existence of a PU based on the measured signal energy
1056level. Obviously, energy detection is unable to distinguish
1057primary signals and secondary signals and thus particularly
1058vulnerable to PUE attacks. Another spectrum sensing
1059approach, signal feature detection, uses more advanced
1060techniques such as cyclostationary feature detection or
1061matched filter detection to detect specific characteristics
1062of PUs [73]. However, relying solely on signal features may
1063not be sufficient to reliably distinguish PUs’ signals from
1064those of an attacker; hence, these spectrum sensors may
1065also be vulnerable.
1066Detecting instances of a PUE attack is a challenging
1067problem. When the PUs are stationary, though, a
1068localization-aided countermeasure may be effective in
1069detecting PUE attacks. For instance, consider PUE attacks
1070in the context of an IEEE 802.22 network. In 802.22,
1071broadcast towers are primary transmitters; hence trans-
1072mitter location and transmission power are fixed. If the
1073location and approximate transmit power of a transmitter
1074can be determined based on its signal, then a detector
1075operating in an 802.22 network can distinguish between a
1076primary transmitter and those of an adversarial secondary
1077node. More detailed discussions of spectrum sensing-
1078related security threats can be found in [72].

10792) Spectrum Sharing-Related Security Threats: Spectrum
1080sharing, or coexistence, is an important attribute of CR
1081networks. Typically, CR networks support two types of
1082coexistence: incumbent coexistence (i.e., coexistence be-
1083tween primary and secondary networks) and self-coexistence
1084(i.e., coexistence between overlapping, cochannel secondary
1085networks). It is possible for an adversary to exploit the
1086vulnerabilities in the coexistence mechanisms to attack CRFig. 15. Classification of CR and CN security threats.
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1087 networks. To facilitate our discussion, we use IEEE 802.22
1088 [74] as an example, but the security issues that we discuss are
1089 relevant to other types of CR networks as well.
1090 Fig. 16 illustrates two overlapping 802.22 WRANs, and
1091 depicts an attack that exploits 802.22’s self-coexistence
1092 mechanism. To achieve self-coexistence, 802.22 WRANs
1093 rely on intercell beacons to exchange spectrum utilization
1094 information and use the on-demand spectrum contention
1095 algorithm to handle spectrum contention issues [74]. The
1096 contention process enables a cell to acquire better or more
1097 channels to support admitted workloads. Because direct
1098 inter–base station communication is not always possible, a
1099 base station collects a neighboring cell’s spectrum uti-
1100 lization information by receiving reports from customer
1101 premises equipment (CPE) devices under its control that
1102 overhear the neighboring cell’s beacons. Although these
1103 beacons provide important self-coexistence information,
1104 they are not protected by authentication mechanisms. This
1105 implies that a rogue terminal can send modified or forged
1106 intercell beacons to obstruct the spectrum contention
1107 process of a targeted cell. We coin the term spurious beacon
1108 attack to describe this threat, which can have a significant
1109 impact on the performance of the targeted cell by invoking
1110 unnecessary spectrum contention processes.
1111 To address the aforementioned vulnerability, intercell
1112 control messages need to be protected using cryptographic
1113 solutions. This implies that an intercell key management
1114 system is needed, but operating such a key management
1115 system can be complex because contending cells may
1116 managed by different operators. The existence of a
1117 common backhaul infrastructure among competing opera-
1118 tors cannot be assumed, further complicating intercell key
1119 distribution. Although 802.22’s security sublayer includes a
1120 key management protocol, this protocol only handles
1121 intracell keys and has no provisions to support the
1122 management of intercell keys.

11233) Security Threats to Radio Software: Radio software for
1124a CR has unique properties that distinguish it from
1125conventional software. Because of the intrinsic operating
1126characteristics of CRs, software running on them is likely
1127to have the following attributes.
1128• Complex and modular architecture. Most of the
1129existing SDR systems, including distributed object
1130computing software radio architecture, software
1131communications architecture (SCA), GNU radio,
1132and Vanu software radio, adopt a complex, distrib-
1133uted, object-oriented software framework to pro-
1134mote modularity.
1135• Reconfigurability. CRs may be required to make
1136frequent configuration changes, and radio software
1137must support such changes.
1138• Real-time requirements. Radio systems have strin-
1139gent real-time requirements. Hence, software
1140execution timing must be tightly controlled.
1141Without proper software protection mechanisms in
1142place, CRs are vulnerable to a host of attacks. We classify
1143these threats into three broad categories: security threats
1144to the software download process, illegal software cloning,
1145and unauthorized software tampering. Although the first
1146two problems have attracted attention from the research
1147community (e.g., [75] and [76]), there is little existing
1148research on the third problem in the context of CR
1149software. The threat posed by the third problem is
1150especially serious because adversaries may attempt to
1151manipulate radio software to gain operational advantages
1152(e.g., transmit at power higher than the authorized limit)
1153or launch attacks against PU networks. The prospect of
1154unauthorized changes to SDR/CR operating characteristics
1155(e.g., power, frequency, and modulation) is a major con-
1156cern for regulators and developers.
1157In recent years, a number of technical approaches have
1158been proposed to protect software intellectual property

Fig. 16. Security threats to CR network self-coexistence.
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1159 and thwart exploitation of software vulnerabilities. Soft-
1160 ware obfuscation and tamper resistance are particularly
1161 appropriate for combating unauthorized software tamper-
1162 ing. Obfuscation transforms a program into a functionally
1163 equivalent program that is more difficult to understand,
1164 thus thwarting reverse engineering. On the other hand, a
1165 tamper resistance scheme detects and/or prevents integrity
1166 violations of the original software. Typically, adversaries
1167 carry out reverse engineering prior to modifying the
1168 software since modification requires at least a partial
1169 understanding of the target software. Therefore, obfusca-
1170 tion and tamper resistance should be considered together.
1171 Existing techniques for tamper resistance and obfus-
1172 cation, though, do not adequately address the problems of
1173 protecting radio software because they do not take into
1174 account the distinguishing features of radio software. For
1175 instance, the stringent real-time requirements of radio
1176 systems prohibit the use of code encryption for software
1177 obfuscation. Obviously, the aforementioned features of
1178 radio software need to be considered when designing
1179 tamper resistance mechanisms for radio software.
1180 To ensure the security and reliability of CR software,
1181 the implementation of the aforementioned security
1182 solutions is not enough. Along with the security mechan-
1183 isms, potential vulnerabilities within the radio software
1184 need to be identified and fixed through systematic testing
1185 and verification. We address the issues of testing and
1186 verification in the next section.

1187 B. Verification
1188 While SDR and CRs are becoming a reality, the
1189 advantages of such radios could be offset by a lack of
1190 security and reliability in the underlying software that
1191 serves as the command and control for the radio system.
1192 Guaranteeing security and functional correctness of the
1193 embedded software is critical to the success of their
1194 deployment. A subtle bug in the software could render the
1195 radio vulnerable to attacks that might not only crash the
1196 system but also could produce disastrous results, such as
1197 unwanted transmissions in bands that are critical to public
1198 safety. These potential problems appear as a major
1199 roadblock to the acceptance of CR (and SDR) technologies
1200 by regulatory agencies.
1201 Many security vulnerabilities (such as those discussed
1202 in the prior subsection) are the direct result of poorly
1203 tested and verified code. For example, malicious inputs can
1204 exploit vulnerable software unless the software has guards
1205 against such inputs. Another example of vulnerable
1206 software is software that allows a hacker to exploit buffer
1207 overflows by carefully crafting a message that overwrites
1208 the allowable buffer space. Without aggressive testing and
1209 verification of the software, such security vulnerabilities
1210 may leave a CR as an easy target for an attacker.
1211 To check CR code for correctness, we have applied a
1212 verification approach using aggressive program slicing and
1213 a proof-based abstraction-refinement strategy. In this

1214approach, a high-level model is constructed from the
1215static single assignment representation of the program.
1216Program slicing is performed to reduce the initial model.
1217Aggressive abstractions are further applied to reduce the
1218verification cost. An example of this model construction is
1219illustrated in Fig. 17. In particular, an underapproximation
1220model is constructed in which every free variable is
1221assigned an encoding size that is typically much smaller
1222than the bitwidth of the original data type. This model is
1223rigorously and formally verified. Whenever the verification
1224engine cannot draw conclusions from this underapprox-
1225imate model, the model must be refined by increasing the
1226value ranges of the variables. We have also explored
1227overapproximation to allow for certain internal variables to
1228be free variables. Such an abstraction reduces the
1229constraints between internal variables and may allow the
1230problem to be more easily handled by the prover.
1231However, when no conclusion is obtained, refinement is
1232needed. For CR applications, several orders of magnitude
1233speedups were possible in proving the correctness of the
1234CE program when compared with conventional formal
1235techniques. These techniques are described in more detail
1236in [77].
1237Furthermore, in order to enhance the reliability and to
1238meet the stringent requirement that radio systems only
1239transmit legal waveforms, we have designed, tested, and
1240formally verified a software mask verifier to guarantee the
1241legality of the output from the embedded software system
1242with respect to regulatory requirements. This mask verifier
1243is used to check that every waveform to be transmitted lies
1244within legal ranges. However, the correctness of the mask
1245verifier is critical, as it serves as the guard between the PE
1246and the outside world. To verify the mask verifier, a hybrid
1247testing and verification framework including both unit
1248testing and formal verification was used to validate the
1249correctness of the software mask. The design and
1250verification of the mask verifier is described in [78].

Fig. 17. (a) Example program code and (b) associated constructed

model.
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1251 VII. COGNITIVE NETWORKING

1252 As previously noted, CRs are expected to deliver seamless
1253 adaptation, opportunistic use of underutilized spectrum, and
1254 increased flexibility in modulation and waveform selection
1255 to better fit the current wireless environment. Such intel-
1256 ligent radios, when placed in a network, however, may bring
1257 about unexpected and undesirable results (e.g., adaptation
1258 cycles and local optimizations that do not translate into end-
1259 to-end performance improvements) unless network con-
1260 siderations are carefully explored.
1261 A CN is a network that is capable of intelligently
1262 optimizing the end-to-end performance of a network.
1263 Fundamental aspects of this optimization include learning
1264 and reasoning. Some of the possible techniques for dis-
1265 tributed learning and reasoning in a CN environment are
1266 examined in [79].
1267 An architecture for CNs is shown in Fig. 18. Adaptations
1268 performed by individual nodes are driven by end-to-end goals
1269 such as creating a connected topology, maximizing network
1270 throughput, ormaximizing spectral efficiency of the network.
1271 Each individual radio, however, can only partially impact
1272 such network-wide objectives. The radio can more directly
1273 impact local performance objectives, such as SINR or channel
1274 capacity. A cognitive specification language must be devel-
1275 oped to translate end-to-end goals into objective functions the
1276 radios can understand. Individual radios running the
1277 cognitive elements shown in the figure have control over
1278 parameters such as frequency of operation, transmit power,
1279 waveform selection, and multiple-antenna operation. The PE
1280 is responsible for determining how parameters should be set
1281 to accomplish the specified network goals. An application
1282 programming interface (API) allows the PE to dynamically
1283 interact with the radio, setting parameters through the
1284 appropriate device drivers or radio operating system.
1285 Dynamic spectrum access is one of the primary moti-
1286 vations for CRs. A CN may build on these DSA capabilities

1287to form a more efficient or robust network. For instance,
1288one application of CNs is spectrum-aware topology
1289control, where a self-organizing network seeks to form a
1290connected topology while maximizing spectrum reuse or
1291minimizing interference with detected primary spectrum
1292users.
1293We have applied the concept of CNs to the problem of
1294spectrum-aware topology control, considering network
1295nodes that are capable of dynamically changing transmit
1296power and frequency of operation. In our approach, the
1297cognitive element in each radio is responsible for two core
1298processes: one that selects interference-free transmission
1299channels and another that seeks to maximize the lifetime
1300of the topology by minimizing maximum transmission
1301power. The cognitive elements also adapt to radios joining
1302and leaving the network. Using a game theoretical model,
1303we were able to show that these adaptations converge,
1304across the network, to a stable and efficient state. We have
1305also shown that individual nodes can effectively perform
1306these adaptations, which chase network-wide goals,
1307without having full information about the network state.
1308This is critical, since in many cases it is infeasible to collect
1309and propagate network-wide information (such as current
1310topology) and radios may need to adapt with only local
1311information about network conditions in their immediate
1312neighborhood. Details are available in [80].
1313In other work, we have explored the feasibility of using
1314distributed reasoning based on an island GA for solving a
1315unique DSA channel allocation problem [81]. In the pro-
1316cess, we have created a cognitive node architecture, shown
1317in Fig. 19, that builds on our work with PEs for CR. To that
1318work, we add a reconfigurable platform with a network
1319stack manager based on [19] that allows the PE to re-
1320configure the stack for different network conditions. In
1321addition, we believe that the complexity and overhead
1322introduced by the multinode nature of the CN problem
1323necessitates the addition of a database, which we denoteFig. 18. A CN architecture [28].

Fig. 19. CN node architecture [81].
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1324 the configuration and observation database to maintain
1325 information about network status and node configuration
1326 as developed from both locally observable information and
1327 data reported by other nodes. In addition, we have added
1328 an exchange controller, which offloads communication and
1329 management overhead from the PE. The PE sets policies
1330 for exchanging observations with other nodes and the
1331 exchange controller executes and enforces those policies.
1332 For example, if the PE requests that updated routing table
1333 information from each of its one-hop neighbors be
1334 obtained every 10 s, the exchange controller will fulfill
1335 this request and store the results in the configuration and
1336 observation database.
1337 We have applied this architecture to solve a channel
1338 allocation problem for DSA. Specifically, we have defined
1339 a unique DSA problem in which a multichannel ad hoc
1340 network seeks to assign channels to each of its links. When
1341 conflicting assignments are made, the links must time-
1342 share access to the channel via a medium access control
1343 protocol, such as carrier sense multiple access. The
1344 objective of the CN, then, is to maximize the sum of the
1345 throughput over all links in the network. This goal is
1346 achieved by generating a channel assignment plan with
1347 few interfering links. Through the application of the
1348 architecture described above with an island GA-based PE,
1349 we have been able to find channel assignments that
1350 achieve sum throughput within 1% of the optimal for
1351 network sizes up to 100 nodes. While this initial work,
1352 described in [81], focused on a scenario in which all nodes
1353 had complete information, our early investigations with an
1354 imperfect information version of the algorithm also show
1355 promise.
1356 The end result of the cognitive process undertaken by
1357 autonomous nodes in the network will depend, among
1358 other factors, on whether node behavior is selfish or
1359 altruistic, on how much information about the overall state
1360 of the network is available at decision time, and on how
1361 much control the PE has on the radio operation
1362 parameters. It is critical to quantify the impact of each of
1363 these design decisions. For instance, one would like to
1364 assess the distance between a globally optimal solution and
1365 one obtained through adaptations made by CRs that
1366 possess only local information about the network. We
1367 quantify that impact, which we call the price of ignorance,
1368 for an example CN application in [82]. Similarly, we can
1369 (and do, for the same application) assess the price of
1370 selfishness and the price of partial control. Each of these
1371 may significantly affect the state to which adaptations in a
1372 CN will ultimately converge.
1373 Research on CNs has made great strides in the past two
1374 years, building on the advances in CRs as well as on past
1375 work on cross-layer optimization. New architectures have
1376 been proposed: in addition to our reference architecture,
1377 discussed above, [19] and [83] are other examples. Some
1378 analytical models have been developed to analyze CNs,
1379 for example, using classical optimization theory or game

1380theory. And, of course, simulation results have been
1381reported for various CN solutions. Many challenges, how-
1382ever, remain. Among those, we highlight the following.
1383• Cognitive specification languages. Expressive lan-
1384guages must be developed to represent network
1385objectives, to allow the mapping of such objectives
1386into cognitive element goals, and to describe net-
1387work element capabilities (network knobs) and
1388sensed parameters (network meters).
1389• Standard APIs. Standard APIs must emerge to allow
1390the development and reusability of PEs, controlling
1391CRs with diverse adaptation capabilities.
1392• Experimentation platforms and testbeds. While anal-
1393ysis and simulation are logical first steps in the
1394development of CNs, it is critical that experimental
1395network testbeds using CR platforms be deployed
1396to test the effectiveness of CN solutions in real
1397wireless environments.
1398• PE development. This is an open issue for both CRs
1399and CNs, and it must consider the effectiveness of
1400different machine learning techniques, the proces-
1401sing and storage limitations of CR platforms, and
1402the adaptation speed requirements of wireless
1403environments and applications.

1404VIII . GAME THEORETIC ANALYSIS
1405OF COGNITIVE RADIOS AND
1406COGNITIVE NETWORKS

1407Game theory is a set of analytical tools used for analyzing
1408the interactions of autonomous agents. Since a major aim
1409of work in CRs and CNs is to endow radio nodes with the
1410ability to behave autonomously, it is not surprising that
1411game theory is a useful tool for analyzing the interactions
1412of such nodes. The use of game theory to analyze the
1413interactions of nodes in a network actually predates the
1414study of CRs and CNs by many years, dating back to at least
1415the 1970s [84]. We recently surveyed the applications of
1416these techniques to the analysis of wireless ad hoc net-
1417works, including applications to power control, waveform
1418adaptation, medium access control, routing, and packet
1419forwarding [85].
1420A noncooperative game is a mathematical object
1421consisting of a set of players, a set of actions available to
1422each player, and a utility function for each player to
1423express the player’s preferences over all action tuples. The
1424solution of such a game, called a Nash equilibrium (NE), is
1425an action tuple such that no player can benefit by
1426unilaterally deviating from the specified action. Often, a
1427game will have many NEs, and there is no guarantee that
1428any of them will be Pareto optimal. Moreover, in general
1429there is no guarantee that a simple distributed algorithm
1430will converge to a NEs at all. Hence, work in applying
1431game theory to problems in wireless networks usually
1432focuses on 1) showing the existence (and, in some cases,
1433uniqueness) of Nash equilibria for a given game model,
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1434 2) demonstrating an algorithm that will converge to a Nash
1435 equilibrium, and 3) either showing that the Nash equilbrium
1436 (or equilibria) is reasonably efficient or providing a mech-
1437 anism to entice players to move to a more efficient operating
1438 point. An introduction to game theory focusing on wireless
1439 applications is available in [86]. Here, we review two
1440 applications of the theory in CR-like environments.

1441 A. Analysis of Power and Coding Adaptations
1442 A key aspect of waveform adaptation is the selection of a
1443 basic adaptation criterion. In game theory, the objective
1444 function that reflects an individual user’s preferences is
1445 known as a utility function. Clearly, the effective per-user
1446 throughput should be a component of the utility function of
1447 each node. However, the attempt to maximize throughput at
1448 any cost will likely result in each node consuming maximum
1449 power, since throughput increases monotonically with
1450 power. Such an objective will also create excessive interfer-
1451 ence, leading to performance degradation for all nodes in the
1452 network, since throughput decreases monotonically with
1453 interference. Hence, nodes must employ a utility function
1454 that reflects multiple objectives: nodes wish to maximize
1455 throughput while minimizing power consumption.
1456 For this application of game theory, we choose the
1457 following utility function:

ui!p; ri" # Li #i!p"; ri! " $ ci!pi":

1458 Here, Li represents node i’s obtained throughput with an
1459 SINR of #i and a rate ri and ci represents the cost to node i
1460 of transmitting at power pi. We model the throughput
1461 using a sigmoid function

Li!#i; ri" #
!ri

1( e$$ri!#i$%ri"
:

1462 We model the cost function as

ci!pi" # Kpqi

1463 where K and q are positive constants. In this paper, we set
1464 K # 1 and q # 2. We use q > 1 to reflect that players have
1465 a greater aversion to high power levels than would be
1466 reflected by a linear cost function. For a more detailed
1467 explanation, see [87] and [88].
1468 In our simulations, we have modeled a general packet
1469 radio service (GPRS) network, since GPRS supports link
1470 adaptation. In GPRS, the modulation scheme is Gaussian
1471 minimum-shift keying, but four options for code rate are
1472 specified. The details of the simulations are described in
1473 [87] and [88].

1474A key result of the work is that by using game theory,
1475the convergence of the link adaptation game (LAG) algo-
1476rithm can be demonstrated. In [88], it is specifically shown
1477that 1) the LAG defined according to the utility function
1478described above has at least one NE and 2) the distributed
1479LAG algorithm described in [88] (which is omitted here
1480due to space constraints) can be shown to converge to an
1481NE using an algorithmic mapping approach. Of course,
1482there is no guarantee that the NEs represent desirable
1483states. To examine this, the algorithmwas compared to four
1484well-known approaches: optimal target assignment (OTA),
1485stepwise rate removals (SRR), generalized selective power
1486control with gradual rate removals (GSPC-GRR), and
1487greedy rate packing (GRP). These techniques are described
1488in detail in [88], but of primary importance is that OTA and
1489SRR are centralized whereas GRP and GSPC-GRR are (like
1490the proposed approach) distributed.
1491We refer to the sum of per-user throughputs as the
1492system throughput. To obtain an unbiased performance
1493comparison between the techniques, we conducted several
1494simulations with random mobile locations within a seven-
1495cell configuration. In addition, the path gain on each link
1496also included a log-normal shadowing component. In
1497Fig. 20, we plot the empirical cumulative distribution
1498function (cdf) of the downlink system throughput for
1499GSPC-GRR, GRP, SRR, OTA, and LAG. The improvement
1500in system throughput achieved by LAG is clearly evident.
1501The nearest competitors are OTA and SRR, which are
1502centralized algorithms, while LAG is distributed.

1503B. Interference Avoidance
1504The previous section assumed that all users were in the
1505same frequency band. Spatial separation guaranteed rea-
1506sonable SINR values; thus frequency band adaptation was

Fig. 20. Performance comparison of GSPC-GRR, GRP, SRR, OTA, and

LAGusing cdf of system throughput (kbps) for the interference-limited

scenario (SNR # 100 dB). Note that the performances of SRR and

OTA are nearly identical [88].
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1507 unnecessary. In many envisioned scenarios, nodes occupy
1508 the same geographical area and can cause significant inter-
1509 ference to each other. In this case, allowing the frequency
1510 band or waveform to adapt is necessary for good network
1511 performance. Some of our recent work in [89]–[92]
1512 considers adapting the transmit waveform over a number
1513 of orthogonal signaling dimensions. Note that this is a
1514 generalization of simply choosing a single transmit
1515 frequency band, which is equivalent to DSA.
1516 In this paper, the utility function of the kth node is
1517 defined as

uk#$sTkXksk#$sTk
#kRk
g2kk

( pk
X
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2
kj#j
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0

@
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1518 where sk is the transmit waveform in vector notation, pk is
1519 the received power, gkj is the channel gain from the kth
1520 node to the jth node, Xk is the matrix of interference
1521 waveforms, and #k is the target SINR, all of the kth user.
1522 The basic algorithm uses a two-step process that chooses
1523 sk as the inferior eigenvector of Xk and then chooses the
1524 power level pk to satisfy the SINR requirement #k. The
1525 simple implementation of this approach requires communi-
1526 cation between all nodes to convey the transmit waveforms
1527 and powers. However, we have investigated reduced feed-
1528 back approaches (termed gradient iterations) that require
1529 minimal (as little as one bit) feedback per iteration. The
1530 work also considered a two-stage approach where the trans-
1531 mit power levels were readjusted to avoid overachieving
1532 SINR targets.
1533 We have used game theory to show that the chosen
1534 utility function guarantees convergence to a NE. More-
1535 over, simulations show that the achieved equilibria are
1536 desirable points [92]. As expected, an eigeniteration ap-
1537 proach provides faster convergence, at the cost of con-
1538 siderably greater feedback than a gradient iteration
1539 approach.

1540 IX. APPLICATIONS

1541 A. Dynamic Spectrum Access
1542 Of the many applications of CR, the most recognized is
1543 DSA. DSA approaches can be broken down into two basic
1544 categories: open access and hierarchical access [93], [94].
1545 Open access puts all users on equal footing, provided that
1546 users obey specific rules, similar to current unlicensed
1547 band usage. Hierarchical access, on the other hand, views
1548 the spectrum as having a primary, licensed user and
1549 secondary sharing users. Many algorithms have been
1550 proposed for maximizing the capacity of both approaches.
1551 Our work differs from existing work in that we do not
1552 focus on specific algorithms for spectrum sharing, but
1553 rather on the fundamental differences between hierar-

1554chical approaches: namely, spectral overlay based on
1555interference avoidance and spectrum underlay based on
1556interference averaging.

15571) Comparison of Underlay and Overlay Approaches to
1558DSA: In addition to choosing a vacant spectrum band on
1559the basis of the spectrum sensing described in the previous
1560section, other approaches to sharing spectrum include
1561spread spectrum and band notching. This section describes
1562our work investigating the fundamental behavior of three
1563spectrum sharing approaches: interference averaging (i.e.,
1564spread spectrum), interference avoidance (IA) (i.e.,
1565choosing a vacant band), and interference averaging with
1566IA included (e.g., band notching, adaptive hopping, etc.).
1567We investigate these approaches from two perspectives:
15681) the impact of DSA on existing (i.e., legacy) radios that
1569cannot adapt their frequency band and 2) the capacity of
1570DSA networks in terms of sum rate. In this summary, we
1571will concentrate on the impact of DSA on existing radios,
1572although the relative performance of various spectrum
1573sharing approaches carries over to network capacity as well.
1574The impact of DSA on legacy systems is considered
1575through the metric of outage probability, the probability that
1576DSA radios cause the legacy receiver to experience an SINR
1577below a desired threshold. For sensing-based DSA trans-
1578mitters, a single DSA radio can cause an outage at the legacy
1579radio when sensing errors occur or when the receiver is
1580hidden. Additionally, the sum interference from multiple
1581DSA radios can cause an outage even if none of the DSA
1582radios alone causes an outage.
1583In examining the outage probability of a legacy receiver
1584due to DSA, we consider three basic approaches.
15851) An overlay approach in which a node senses the
1586environment and choses a band that appears to be
1587unoccupied. This is the approach to DSA most
1588often associated with CR and can be termed IA.
15892) An underlay approach where a node simply
1590spreads its signal over the entire available band-
1591width. This is the classic spread-spectrum ap-
1592proach. Although generally effective, it proves to
1593be difficult in near–far scenarios.
15943) An underlay approach with IA where the node
1595spreads its signal over the entire available band-
1596width while avoiding bands where it senses trans-
1597missions. This approach combines interference
1598averaging with IA by using either band notching
1599(e.g., OFDM-UWB) or adaptive frequency hopping.
1600Under the assumption of perfect sensing, the exact
1601distributions of the interference seen by the legacy receiver
1602in the presence of each DSA approach are intractable.
1603However, it is possible to calculate the cumulants of the
1604interference in each case. Using a log-normal model for the
1605interference and matching the cumulants of the distribu-
1606tions to the parameters of the log-normal distribution, we
1607can approximate the outage probability of all three
1608approaches.
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1610 based overlay as compared to spread spectrum–based
1611 underlay, it is found that the ability of IA to avoid nearby
1612 interferers has a dramatic impact on both the first and
1613 second cumulants. However, interference averaging
1614 (spread spectrum) reduces the power of all interferers,
1615 not just the nearby interferers. This particularly improves
1616 the second cumulant of the interference. Overall, the IA
1617 approach is superior in terms of outage probability, but the
1618 analysis shows that interference averaging does provide
1619 some desirable benefits. Thus, an approach that can
1620 combine the two techniques could harness both types of
1621 improvement, leading to the third approach.
1622 To demonstrate the advantage of combining the two
1623 techniques as compared to IA alone, the outage probability
1624 of the legacy receiver under the first (overlay) and third
1625 (underlay with IA) approaches is presented in Fig. 21.
1626 First, we can see that with perfect sensing, underlay with
1627 IA provides a 20% improvement in DSA node density. Also
1628 shown is the outage probability with imperfect sensing.
1629 The improvement of underlay with IA increases to 30%
1630 when imperfect sensing is done at the receiver and 50%
1631 when imperfect sensing is done at the transmitter.
1632 Underlay with IA minimizes mistakes by averaging them
1633 over all available bands. When log-normal shadowing is
1634 included, the advantages to the approach are magnified.
1635 See [95] and [96] for details.
1636 The general message of this work is that while IA is
1637 clearly desirable, it is beneficial to include wide-band
1638 transmissions that average signal power over multiple
1639 bands to minimize the impact of sensing errors and cumu-
1640 lative interference.

1641 2) Spectrum Sharing in a CN: We have also studied
1642 optimal DSS in a (multihop) CN setting. In such a network,

1643each node has a set of spectrum bands available for use;
1644these bands may be further divided into subbands for
1645transmission and reception. A set of source–destination
1646pairs, each having certain rate requirements, representing
1647the QoS requirements of user sessions in the network, is
1648given. We study the problem of performing spectrum
1649allocation, scheduling, and multihop multipath routing in
1650order to minimize the required network-wide spectrum
1651usage.
1652To formulate the problem mathematically, we model
1653behaviors and constraints from multiple layers focusing on
1654spectrum sharing and (uneven) subband division, sched-
1655uling and interference modeling, and multipath routing.
1656We formulate an optimization problem with the objective
1657of minimizing the required network-wide spectrum usage
1658for a given set of rate requirements. Since such a problem
1659can be characterized as a mixed-integer nonlinear program
1660(MINLP) (a class of problems which are, in general, NP-
1661hard), we develop an approximation algorithm to find good
1662(but possibly suboptimal) solutions.
1663Our approximation algorithm to the MINLP is based on
1664a novel sequential fixing (SF) solution procedure where
1665the determination of integer variables is performed
1666iteratively through a series of linear programs. Once the
1667integer variables have been fixed, other variables in the
1668optimization problem can be solved with a linear program.
1669We then compare the solution that is obtained by this SF
1670procedure with a lower bound on the objective obtained
1671through linearization and relaxing the integer variables.
1672The efficacy of the algorithm is shown through its
1673application to a 20-node network containing five active
1674sessions, each with a rate requirement. We assume that
1675there are five total bands available to the network, with a
1676subset of these five bands available at each node. We
1677compare the normalized cost obtained by the SF algorithm
1678to the lower bound cost for 100 data sets. The average
1679normalized cost was 1.04 with a standard deviation of 0.07.
1680Hence, the results obtained through the SF algorithm are
1681close to the lower bound, suggesting that: 1) the lower
1682bound is tight and 2) the solution obtained by the SF is
1683close to the optimum. More details on this problem
1684formulation and its solution can be found in [97].

1685B. Cognitive Multiple Input Multiple
1686Output (MIMO)
1687A goal of a CR is to determine the most effective mode
1688of transmission to achieve its objectives. These modes
1689might include setting knobs such as transmit power,
1690frequency band, modulation type, and coding scheme. The
1691proliferation of multiple antenna nodes opens up another
1692dimension to the problem. Multiple antennas can be used
1693to a) improve SNR, b) provide diversity, c) introduce an
1694extra signaling dimension (i.e., spacial multiplexing), and
1695d) mitigate interference. The Boptimal[ use of the
1696available antenna resources at the transmitter and receiver
1697clearly depends on the channel and the nodes’ objectives.

Fig. 21. Outage probability of legacy receiver in the presence of

DSA radios with overlay or underlay spectrum sharing techniques

(Nb # 512) [95], [96].
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1698 Additionally, the exploitation of multiple antennas re-
1699 quires the existence of multiple channels in the node
1700 radios. These multiple channels can either be used in the
1701 same frequency band (i.e., for exploiting the multiple
1702 antennas) or be used to simply transmit over multiple
1703 frequency bands, ignoring the potential benefits of the
1704 multiple antennas. Additional details on the work
1705 described in this section can be found in [98].
1706 The challenges of exploiting multiple antennas in a CR
1707 system are manifold. First, by adding the spatial dimension
1708 to the available transmission techniques, one increases the
1709 size of an already immense parameter space. Secondly, the
1710 fact that the multiple antennas could be used for
1711 transmission of multiple, parallel single-antenna signals
1712 increases the number of possible techniques even more.
1713 Thirdly, the performance of various MIMO techniques
1714 depends heavily on the long-term and short-term matrix
1715 channel as well as the level and quality of the information
1716 available concerning the channel. Given these facts,
1717 deriving an adaptation technique for choosing the best
1718 transmission scheme becomes problematic. Thus, a role
1719 for cognition is to determine the best mapping between the
1720 set of observable parameters and the available transmis-
1721 sion schemes. We use the term cognitive MIMO to refer to
1722 techniques that consider these issues.
1723 Adaptive MIMO uses the concept of adaptive modula-
1724 tion and coding and adds the MIMO scheme as an extra
1725 degree of freedom. It falls short of cognitive MIMO in that
1726 it does not learn the best technique, but rather assumes
1727 that the best mapping is fixed based on certain channel
1728 metrics. This adaptation can be thought of as the inner
1729 cognition loop of a cognitive MIMO system (see Fig. 22).
1730 The key to adaptive MIMO is developing metrics that can
1731 predict the performance of the jointly configured system
1732 by relating the MIMO scheme performance to measurable
1733 channel parameters. The channel must be measured and
1734 parameterized in order to quantify diversity mechanisms
1735 and their rate of change, thus determining suitable
1736 schemes and their relative performance.
1737 As an example, consider two MIMO schemes with
1738 channel knowledge available at the transmitter: 1) a fully
1739 adaptive MIMO scheme that can adapt MIMO technique,
1740 modulation scheme, and code rate and 2) a spatial
1741 multiplexing scheme that uses adaptive modulation and

1742coding. The spectral efficiency of the two techniques for
1743an example channel is shown in Fig. 23. In the figure, we
1744choose the modulation/coding scheme (and MIMO
1745technique for adaptive MIMO) so that spectral efficiency
1746is maximized while still maintaining a bit error rate
1747below 10$3. Fig. 23(a) shows the SNR and eigenspread of
1748a 4+ 4matrix channel versus time, while Fig. 23(b) presents
1749the achieved spectral efficiency of the two schemes.
1750Adaptive MIMO provides extra options via the spatial
1751dimension, which allows spectral efficiency to be im-
1752proved substantially over the case where only modulation
1753and coding can be adapted. This is particularly true when
1754the SNR or eigenspread is insufficient to support spatial
1755multiplexing. In these cases, the spatial dimension should
1756be used to achieve array gain (e.g., beamforming) andFig. 22. Operation of a cognitive MIMO system [98].

Fig. 23. (a) Example SNRand eigenspread and (b) spectral efficiencyof

a time-varying channel of adaptiveMIMOand spatialmultiplexingwith

adaptive modulation/coding (target error rate of 0.1%, perfect

transmitter knowledge assumed).
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1757 spectral efficiency should be obtained via the modulation
1758 technique. On the other hand, when the eigenspread
1759 allows, we can increase spectral efficiency by using spatial
1760 multiplexing. Adaptive MIMO provides the flexibility to
1761 accomplish this.
1762 The main assumption in the above example is that the
1763 transmitter, the receiver, or both know the channel. Using
1764 this information, a decision can be made as to the
1765 appropriate MIMO technique. Several approaches have
1766 been proposed in the literature to adapt the MIMO
1767 technique, including adapting modulation and transmit
1768 power on each eigenmode of the channel (assuming
1769 channel state information is available at the transmitter)
1770 [99]; adapting modulation, coding, and MIMO scheme
1771 using measurements at the receiver and a performance
1772 lookup table [100], [101]; and adapting the modulation and
1773 number of antennas used in a spatial multiplexing scheme
1774 [102], [103]. Although these approaches assume various
1775 levels of knowledge of the channel state, they each assume
1776 a known relationship between the channel measurement
1777 and the optimal MIMO scheme. However, in reality,
1778 channel information will be noisy and time-limited. This
1779 means that the mapping between what is measured and the
1780 optimal MIMO technique is no longer easily determined.
1781 In fact, when the channel is time-varying with an unknown
1782 distribution, predicting performance can be highly prob-
1783 lematic. Thus, we need a technique to learn which
1784 measurements are correlated to performance and how
1785 these measurements should be mapped to the appropriate
1786 MIMO approach. A technique that includes such learning
1787 will meet our definition of cognitive.
1788 The cognition cycle begins with the radio recording
1789 observations about the performance of a used MIMO/
1790 modulation/coding scheme and the associated channel
1791 conditions. These observations are used by the PE to
1792 update its knowledge base. The PE will then run its
1793 reasoning process with consideration of the new data. The
1794 PE may then choose to modify the rules used by the
1795 adaptive MIMO scheme.
1796 Consider the case where we parameterize the channel
1797 by SNR and maximum antenna correlation. This formu-
1798 lation makes each measurement pair a search problem that
1799 can be solved easily by employing a PE based on a GA, such
1800 as that described in Section III. The PE operates as follows.
1801 1) The channel conditions are observed.
1802 2) Those schemes that were used successfully under
1803 similar conditions are used to initialize the GA’s
1804 population.
1805 3) The GA returns the best scheme based on its
1806 search.
1807 4) The new scheme is implemented and stored in the
1808 knowledge base.
1809 The performance of the PE was evaluated by varying
1810 the SNR over the range 0–39 dB and the neighboring
1811 antenna correlation over the range 0.1–0.9. The perfor-
1812 mance under those channel conditions was evaluated by

1813means of simulation. The spectral efficiency of the
1814mapping (versus SNR) determined by the PE is shown in
1815Fig. 24 for a maximum antenna correlation of 0.1. Com-
1816pared to the optimal case (found by brute force), the PE
1817did not always learn the best mapping, but the perfor-
1818mance was extremely close. This is due to the fact that the
1819GA exploits the knowledge of the performance of schemes
1820at nearby measurement pairs.

1821C. Parallel SISO
1822Another means of utilizing multiple antennas in a CR is
1823to transmit multiple parallel information streams in different
1824frequency bands, a technique termed parallel single input
1825single output (SISO) [104]. Although parallel SISO reduces
1826spectral efficiency, it can improve performance, an impor-
1827tant consideration in constant rate applications.
1828To understand this better, consider a system with Nf

1829available frequency bands. If the transceiver has N
1830available antennas (at both ends of the link), it can use
1831all of the N antennas in one of the Nf bands with a
1832traditional MIMO approach (e.g., beamforming, spatial
1833multiplexing, diversity). Such an approach provides
1834selection diversity of order Nf but also provides whatever
1835benefits afforded by the MIMO technique (SNR gain, rate
1836gain, or diversity gain).
1837On the other hand, a parallel SISO approach chooses to
1838transmit N parallel signals in N separate frequency bands.
1839On first blush, this appears to be a losing proposition since
1840there is no diversity benefit provided to any of the parallel
1841links. However, selection diversity is available since only N
1842of the Nf available bands are used. Additionally, the
1843constellation size can be reduced since only 1=N of the
1844information is transmitted per band.
1845An example is shown in Fig. 25, where N # 2, Nf # 4,
1846and the rate is 4.5 bps. Two approaches to single-band

Fig. 24. Spectral efficiency versus SNR using the optimal rule and the

learned relationship (maximum pairwise correlation of 0.1) [98].
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1848 coding. The single-band MIMO approaches assume the use
1849 of 64-QAM and rate 3/4 convolutional coding (with a
1850 constraint length of eight), while the multiband parallel
1851 SISO approach uses 8-PSK with the same convolutional
1852 code in each band. Note that the parallel SISO approach
1853 provides 1–3 dB of performance improvement, albeit at a
1854 loss in spectral efficiency. The use of multiple antennas in
1855 systems with DSA remains an open research area. Some
1856 initial results can be found in [104].

1857 X. CONCLUSIONS AND
1858 FUTURE RESEARCH

1859 By describing the efforts of a team of CR and CN
1860 researchers with Wireless @ Virginia Tech, we have
1861 demonstrated the breadth of approaches required to
1862 address the challenges of CRs and CNs. To achieve the
1863 promise of CRs and CNs, researchers with a wide range
1864 of expertise must work together to create complex, coor-
1865 dinated systems. In particular, a research team must
1866 address the application-specific artificial intelligence
1867 challenges at the heart of a cognitive system without
1868 neglecting the myriad of radio hardware, algorithmic,
1869 networking, and analysis challenges raised by the
1870 creation of autonomous radio and network nodes. Beyond
1871 the technical challenges, impacts of policy considerations
1872 and the needs of radio system users must also be kept
1873 close at hand.
1874 Our research to date demonstrates such a team-based
1875 coordinated-system approach. Our work in creating a PE at
1876 the core of our radio systems is supplemented by work on
1877 supporting technologies such as spectrum sensing and
1878 REMs, which provide the core with environmental aware-
1879 ness. Work on reconfigurable, multiband, multimode radio

1880hardware provides the PE with greater ability to actuate its
1881environment, a key characteristic of autonomous systems.
1882By using game theory to understand the interactions of these
1883autonomous agents and networking to design protocols to
1884facilitate these interactions, we begin to address the
1885interactions of these new cognitive devices with each other
1886and with the world around them. Through early investiga-
1887tions of security and verification, we help to assure the
1888acceptance of the new technology by both end users and
1889regulators.
1890While much has been accomplished towards the
1891creation of CRs and CNs, there is still much to do.
1892Standardized interfaces between the pieces of a cognitive
1893system will help to facilitate the further development of
1894cognitive systems, much as language facilitates clearer
1895thought. The cross-layer nature of CRs and CNs makes the
1896development of simulation and emulation tools difficult; as
1897a result, such tools are extremely immature. A lack of
1898progress in analytical methods makes it difficult to clearly
1899understand the engineering tradeoffs faced by the designer
1900of a CR or CN. Robust, affordable, and flexible SDR and
1901software adaptable network platforms are desperately
1902needed to assure continued research progress.
1903We plan to address some of these issues and support the
1904continued integration of work within our team through the
1905creation of a CR and CN testbed. Preliminary plans call for
1906placing nodes throughout a new building currently under
1907construction on the Virginia Tech campus. Each node will
1908consist of a computer, a universal software radio peripheral
1909(USRP), and an RF front-end built around the Motorola
1910chip described in Section V-C. Nodes will be remotely
1911reconfigurable and able to run software built around any
1912software architecture that supports the USRP, including
1913GNU radio and the Open Source SCA Implementation-
1914Embedded (OSSIE). We believe that this testbed will be an
1915important key to the continued development of CRs and
1916CNs by Wireless @ Virginia Tech. h
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